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Welcome !
Hi and Welcome to the Beyond Silicon Valley Mentor Team !

We hope your journey as a course mentor will be both an enriching and an empowering 
experience. Your work as a BSV Mentor will have global benefits by making the course a better 
experience for our learners. 

We are truly grateful for your commitment of time and knowledge to help grow entrepreneurship 
throughout the world. 

As part of your preparation as a mentor we have put together a short handbook which 
complements the Community Mentor Training provided by Coursera. It is important that all 
mentors complete the training. 

As a mentor you will play an instrumental role in the overall learning experience of our learners and 
provide a critical link with course staff. 

As a new mentor your initial roles and responsibilities will include :
 
• Monitoring the course discussion forums ;

• Interacting with learners in the discussion forums and providing the critical first link with them as 
they begin their learning experience ;

• Answering learner questions and initiating discussions ;

• Conducting Peer Reviews of learner assignments ;

• Linking with course staff and lead mentors on issues and questions as required ;
    
• Help market the course through your social media and other channels to others who might 

benefit from it ;

• Suggesting new articles and resources that could be added to the course reading list.

Once you feel ready there are other exciting opportunities as a BSV mentor.  Working with course 
staff and lead mentors, you may want to help enhance our students' learning through one of the 
following :
 
• Encouraging and helping learners to organize local meetups and learning groups ;
 
• Regional or global WebEx, Google Hangouts, Skype chat, etc. sessions on specific topics or 

interest ;
 
• Developing creative and impactful ways to drive awareness of the course ;
 
• Participating in strategy and course enhancement sessions with course staff and Coursera.

As you can see, there a many opportunities you may want to explore during your time as a BSV 
mentor.  We understand that each mentor will have their own unique areas of interests and 
strengths which is the greatest part of working as a team … we can truly leverage the power of the 
sum.
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A Quick Recap of the Areas Covered in this Handbook 

Where to Start … the basics

BSV Course Overview … key elements

On-Demand Platform and Sessions … how it all works 

BSV Course Discussion Forums … 360° tour

BSV Peer Assessment Assignments … mentor involvement

Building Upon Course Readings … mentor contribution

Going the Next Step … building community

Best Practices 

Additional Resources
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Ready!  Where to Start … the Basics 
First … Meet the Core Team 
Prof. Michael Goldberg, Arjan, Elaine and Susan will be your key BSV ‘go to team’ as your 
begin your mentoring activities.  If you have questions, comments, concerns, etc. contact 
them either through the BSV Mentor Discussion Forum or via email.

Amy Curtis is your key contact at Coursera. Once you have started the Coursera 
Community Mentor training you will have access to the accompanying portal. Make sure to 
introduce yourself in this portal as it provides a great way for you to get to know mentors 
throughout Coursera. In addition, it will provide an excellent way for you to interact with 
Coursera on issues outside the BSV course. 

Beyond Silicon Valley Course Staff and Lead Mentor Community 
 

Professor Michael Goldberg 
michael.goldberg@case.edu
 

Lead Mentor Elaine Slatter 
elaine_slatter@xlconsultinggroup.com
 

Lead Mentor Arjan Tupan 
arjan.tupan@gmail.com

Lead Mentor Susan Langmann 
susanllangmann@yahoo.com

You can read course staff and lead mentor biographies here

Coursera Community Manager / Community Operations Amy Curtis
Mentor Portal or at acurtis@coursera.org 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Second … Signup for the BSV Course and Meet Your Fellow Mentors

In order to mentor for the BSV course, you will need to enroll as a student. Simply click 
‘enroll’ and, you are now in the course and open to begin your mentoring duties. 

As a mentor, Coursera will assign to you a ‘mentor’ badge. This means that each time you 
create a ‘thread’ or a ‘post’ in the forums, the word ‘mentor’ will appear next to your name. 

      
     Example of the mentor badge 

Now it is time to introduce yourself!  There is no better way to get to know your fellow 
mentors than to introduce yourself in the BSV Mentor Forum.  We encourage mentors to 
talk about their areas of interests, expertise, experience etc. so as a community we can 
better mentor our learners. If you are passioned by a specific topic let your fellow mentors 
know. By doing so when a learner has a question or interests which fits yours the team can 
direct the post to you. 

Remember, being a mentor goes beyond the basic learner inquiries, our goal is to help 
learners by mentoring them in their actual projects. Giving them a contact point to explore, 
question, learn and build.

BSV Mentor Forum Link

Third … Check your Coursera Profile

Check and update your Coursera profile.

Feel free to add that you are a mentor to the BSV course, your areas of expertise, 
interests, etc.  

Fourth … Take a Tour of Coursera

Okay, it may not seem exciting, but it is important. Most of us dive immediately into our 
course section and often never take the time to see what all Coursera offers in the areas of 
help and information to its learners. 

There is a lot information and it can be a big help to you as a mentor. You’ll want to explore 
their Learner Help Center  For example, Coursera has recently added Community Forums 
where learners can directly post an array of questions, concerns, ideas, etc. directly to the 
Coursera staff. So, check it out.  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Fifth … Complete the Coursera Community Mentor Training

It is important that all mentors complete the Coursera Community Mentor Training. As 
you will be part of a small group of mentors in the Coursera trial project for their new 
training, your voice will count greatly.  

The training will help you be a better mentor, and your experience as you progress through 
the training will provide Coursera with a wealth of ways to improve and enhance it for 
future mentors.

Coursera Community Mentor Training Portal link




Here is a view of 
the Course Content 
page.
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Sixth … Connect with Coursera and Mentors on Community Mentor Portal

The Community Mentor Portal (under the old platform) is currently the space where a 
large community of Coursera mentors interact with fellow mentors and Coursera.  In this 
portal there are very active discussion forums.   

Coursera Community Mentor Portal link

The discussion forums are broken 
down into General and Course. If you 
click on the Course Discussions you 
will have a list of all courses. For issues 
specific to the BSV course, select the 
sub-forum BSV. 

In the BSV sub-forum, you can post 
technical issues pertaining to the course 
and where Coursera is required to fix the 
issue.   

In the Genreal Discussions forums you will have access to information and discussions 
pertaining to the overall design of Coursera, information on new platform updates, etc.  

If you are interested in expanding your knowledge and participation in Coursera overall 
(i.e. design functionality decisions) you can input your comments here and participate in 
Google Hangouts run by Amy Curtis.  These hangouts are open to all Coursera mentors 
and usually take place every Friday. 

In addition, in the General Discussion forum Amy posts the weekly hangout notes. So, 
even if you are unable to attend a call, you can read the call’s notes.  This is a great way to 
participate in the overall development of Coursera.  
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Lastly … Introduce Yourself to the Course Learners

Now that you have introduced yourself to the other BSV Mentors (and Coursera mentors in 
the training portal), it is important to do so with the learners in the BSV course. In the Meet 
and Greet forum we’ve created a dedicated ‘thread’ for mentor introductions link.  Create 
your own post in this thread, this way learners will be able to make a personal connection 
with you. 

To bring a personal touch to your post you may want to add a photo. To do so click the 
“picture” icon and then select a photo from your computer. (Note - you will need to resize 
the photo on your computer first. Make sure the photo isn’t too large or it will take up too 
much opening space in your post.)

Suggested Topics:

- Where you are from
- What is your background and areas of interests 
- Projects you are working on or with 
- If you have taken the course before, what was one thing that you enjoyed most?
- Why did you choose to be a mentor?
- Why you’re excited to be a mentor?
- What do you like to do in your free time?
- What is one interesting fact about yourself?
- Anything else you'd like to share?

Remember, by sharing your areas of interests and expertise, valuable links can be made.
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BSV Course Overview … Key Elements

For those of you who have recently completed the BSV course in the On-Demand platform 
you will be familiar with the basic operations of the class. If you have not taken the class, 
definitely read on. 

The information provided here complements all the information which is discussed in the 
Coursera Community Mentor Training (they are the creators, so they know it best!).

The course you will be mentoring is Beyond Silicon Valley : Growing Entrepreneurship 
in Transitioning Economies. The course is part of the On-Demand platform now offered 
on Coursera.  This new platform lets learners self-pace their work, or they can opt for a 
deadline-style learning.  Here are a few items to watch out for :

• All discussion forum segments will need to monitored regularly. As learners progress at 
their own pace, discussion forums can all be active at the same time ;

• Keeping learners connected to the course can be challenging, which is why stimulating 
discussions in the forums are important ;

• Drop off rates can be high so any creative ways to keep students interested and coming 
back is a big plus for the learner and the course. Hence, the drive to offer new and 
innovative ways to keep our learners connected and interested. This is an exciting area 
for BSV mentors as you can play a vital role. We will discuss this later in the handbook. 

• We have also noticed that the Peer Review process can cause learners to wait many 
weeks before they can ‘officially’ complete the course.  Perhaps you have experienced 
this first hand. Normally, learners peer-review their fellow learners and the process works 
itself out. In the On-Demand platform this is currently not the case. This is where your 
help as a mentor is very important, and where you can really reap the benefits of being a 
mentor. As you monitor the course, please pay special attention to the Peer Review 
assignments in each section (week) of the course. We’ve allotted a section in the 
handbook on this topic.

• If you need to, please refer to the About this Course page. Here you will find an overview 
of the BSV course. This can be especially helpful if it has been many months since you 
have taken the course. You’ll also want to do a quick tour to refresh your memory on the 
course structure, layout etc. It may sound redundant but, you may find that as you begin 
your mentoring your focus will be in the forums, and slowly the content of what the 
students are learning in each segment is forgotten.  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As a refresher …

The course is broken down into six modules (referred to as weeks). Learners are 
encouraged to follow the course structure and complete each module before advancing. 
Of course, this is optional. 

Course Modules  

1. Role of Government
2. Role of Philanthropy/Donors
3. Role of Intermediary Organizations/NGOs
4. Leveraging Anchor Institutions
5. Access to Capital and Mentoring
6. Course Wrap-up and Looking Ahead

Course Content per Module 

• Videos*
• Readings
• Quizzes
• Personal Learning Assignments**
• Mid-term (week 4) and Final (Week 6) Personal Learning Assignments**
• Final Exam (week 6)

* 1.5 hours of Video in total. Subtitles available in English, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Greek, 
Spanish, Russian, Macedonian (FYROM), Indonesian, Khmer, Persian, French, Czech, 
Kinyarwanda, Chinese (Simplified)

** Grading based on peer review assessments 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Course Certificate

Learners can decide to purchase the Coursera Course Certificate when they begin the 
BSV course. Or, they can audit the course for free. What is important for learners to 
remember is that in order to receive the Course Certificate all course assignments must be 
verified in order to count towards the certificate. Coursera provides an excellent FAQ 
section for learners.  Refresh your knowledge on the certificate program here.

Note : On Demand and Sessions courses on the new platform do not have Statements of 
Accomplishment. Instead, learners will see their course completion and grade on the 
Accomplishments page on Coursera. 

Discussion Forums

Discussion forums play an instrumental part of the course structure. They are the “tools” 
which can be used by learners, mentors and course staff to really build a community.  This 
is the place where thoughts are expressed, experience shared and concerns are voiced. 

The forums are also your chance to build relationships with learners, and provide that 
critical link between learners and the course staff.  As discussion forums are such a key 
part to the mentoring role, there is a dedicated section in this handbook where we will 
discuss them in greater detail.  The information provided here complements the great 
mentor training provided by Coursera.

In terms of the BSV course, there are :

Module specific forums (7) dedicated to the specific topic 
discussed

Course Forums : General Discussion, Meet and Greet, Meetups

Within each Forum, “threads” are created on specific topics within 
the area of interest.  We’ll go into this later, but as a general rule, it 
is best if there is a logical link between the Forum and the thread. 
For example, a learner introducing herself in the forum ‘the Role of 
Government’ would not benefit the course nor the learner. So, it is 
best to move the learner’s ‘thread’ in the Meet and Greet forum, 
for example.  

As a mentor, within the BSV forum area, you will now have access to the BSV Mentor 
Forum. This forum is only open and visible to mentors and course staff.  This forum 
provides a good place to link with your fellow BSV mentors, and also to work on mentoring 
projects, discuss issues arising in the learner forums, ask for help, etc.  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On-Demand and Sessions … How it all Works

As previously mentioned, the BSV course is on the Coursera On-Demand platform. This 
means learners can self-pace their progress through the course materials, assignments 
and quizzes. The On-Demand ‘way’ of learning is new for both Coursera and for the 
course staff.  As this approach towards learnings evolves, there have and will continue to 
be slight changes in order to improve the overall learning experience.

Depending on when you took the BSV course, there have been changes to the on-demand 
offering which we will outline below. If you took an earlier session-based version of the 
course under the old platform, this may seem completely foreign so you may want to 
explore the BSV course layout a bit more. 

Weeks vs Modules :  The new layout organizes materials into suggested “weeks" rather 
than modules. Coursera has found that learners find it easier to plan their progress if they 
can do it by weeks.

Suggested Deadlines : This is optional. Learners can turn this feature ‘off’ if they wish. The 
benefits of the suggested deadlines feature is that it helps learners pace their work by 
weeks, provides ‘reminders’ and helps learners stay engaged.  Coursera research has 
shown that using deadlines increases the likelihood of completing the course by fifty 
percent.

Verified Certificate is now called Course Certificate : Nothing about the certificate itself is 
different. The change is only in the name. Learners still need to verify all assignments and 
quizzes and pay to receive the certificate. It is important to note that On Demand and 
Sessions courses (on the new platform) do not have Statements of Accomplishment. 
Instead, learners will see their course completion and grade on the Accomplishments page 
on Coursera. 

 
Sessions … A New Approach

Sessions is a new addition.  There are two types of courses on Coursera's new platform: 
On Demand and Sessions. Learners can join On Demand courses at any time. For 
Sessions, there are specific start and end dates. Currently, the BSV course (which you are 
a mentor for) is On Demand.  

Coursera has designed this new Sessions feature in order to enhance the learning 
experience and increase course completion rates. The BSV course may move to 
Sessions. In anticipation of this change, here are the key features : 

• Incoming learners will be placed into a session and will follow the course at a similar 
pace ;

• Start and finish dates are defined for each session and learners signing up for a course 
will be placed into a session which matches their sign-up date ;
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• Each session will have shared deadlines for assignments and quizzes ;

• Each session will have its own discussion forums seen only by learners in that session ;

• Learners will be able to visually see the geographical distribution of their session. 

As the Sessions offering is an important shift in the way courses run and how mentors 
interact with learners, the following FAQs provide greater detail of the items previously 
summarized.

On Demand vs. Sessions

Q. Can learners still start the course at any time ? 

A. Almost. For each course, there will be a series of specific ‘start dates’ at which the 
course content will become fully available and open to all learners in the Session. 

Scenarios

If a learner arrives before the next start date: 

Learners will be allowed to pre-enroll and ‘preview’ some course content 
immediately and their progress in the preview will be saved towards their overall 
course progress. 

During the pre-enroll period, assessments are locked and only the first week of 
content is available. 

If a learner arrives within one week after a start date:

 
Learners will be allowed to join the session that just started and start the course 

immediately. 

If a learner arrives more than a week after a start date: 

Learners will be invited to pre-enroll in the next session and to ‘preview’ the course 
material. 
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Here is an example of a Sessions course

As you can see in the black box, the 
learner can enroll for a session 

which starts November 2 and ends 
January 2. There is also an end 
date on enrollment (in this case 
November 7).

Q: How are deadlines treated in On Demand and Sessions courses?

A: On Demand courses include suggested deadlines, but they are not enforced. Learners 
can adjust the due dates or turn them off.

In Sessions, learners are not penalized for missing deadlines, but they do need to pass 
all assessments before the end date to complete the course in their current session. If 
they are not able to finish before the end date, they can switch to the next session. 
When they switch sessions, their work will transfer with them, so they do not need to 
resubmit assignments that they passed in the previous session.

Q: When my session ends, do I need to join the next session to remain a mentor?

A: When your original session ends, you can continue to access the course via that 
session; it remains accessible even after the end date. Alternatively, you can choose to 
enroll in the next session.

Q: Are some courses available in both On Demand and Sessions?

A: A course on the new platform will be either in Sessions or On Demand; no course offers 
a choice between the two.

For courses that started in On Demand but switched to Sessions, the learners who had 
already enrolled in the On Demand version of the course remains in On Demand, but all 
new learners will join the Sessions experience. 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Q: Can learners in different Sessions see each others's discussion forum posts?

A: Each Session has a separate discussion forum; learners from one Session can not 
access the forum from another session. However, pinned posts will appear in the 
forums in every session. As a Mentor, you will be able to see all posts regardless of 
session or on demand.

Q: How can I tell which session a particular thread is from?

A: As a mentor, when you open Discussions, you will see threads from all sessions. When 
you click on a thread, a banner at the top will tell you which session the thread belongs 
to.

Coursera is working on a feature that will let mentors see this information from the 
thread list, so that you will not need to click on a thread to see the session.

Each Session will have a visual map showing the members. 

Here is an example

�
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BSV Course Discussion Forums …360° Tour
Discussion forums are a key part of the learning experience. It is in the forums where our 
learners can build upon the course materials, share their own experience and express any 
concerns they have in the course. This is where mentors play a vital role in the overall 
experience of our learners.  We have seen that in the BSV discussion forums, the learners 
who are very involved in the course materials tend to write very thoughtful posts or create 
interesting threads aimed to stimulate conversation among fellow learners.

As a mentor, you well feel propelled to jump in and respond quickly to a learner’s new 
post, create threads to drum up conversation and be the first to welcome a new student. 
This is great, but not always the best practice for creating a community among learners.  

Monitoring the forums can mean sitting back (for a few hours or a day) and seeing how 
other learners react. Of course, this doesn’t mean mentors shouldn’t interact with learners, 
on the contrary. With time you will see when your expertise, knowledge and comments will 
help the overall community.

Forum Moderation Tools

Within the On-Demand platform there are moderation tools that will be helpful to you as a 
mentor. Access to these tools can be found in the upper right corner of a post (chevron 
icon/downward arrow) and the top right corner of a thread (gear icon). Each of these two 
tools provide a different array of functions. 

We’ll discuss each of them so you can get a good understanding of how they can be used 
in monitoring the forums. Please note that the following section is covered in the Coursera 
Community Mentor Portal, so you may opt to skip the following if you are comfortable with 
the moderation tools. The following is also covered on the Coursera Help Center.
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Editing and Deleting a Post

For posts other than your own, use this option wisely.  
Note that edits can not be reversed. 

Click the downward arrow/chevron icon in the upper right 
corner of the post. Choose Edit or Delete.

Editing a Learner’s Post as a Mentor

This option lets you as a mentor edit a post or a thread title. Remember, editing can not be 
undone. Honestly, in the BSV course, there is seldom any need to edit a learner’s post or 
thread. If you are unsure, converse with your fellow mentors via the BSV Mentor Forum.

You may wish to use the Edit option if :

A post is on-topic and informative, but the format makes it hard for learners to read and 
clearly understand. Please be conservative and constructive when editing posts for this 
reason, but don’t hesitate to do so if it is clear that the learner’s intended formatting was 
removed or corrupted when the post was created. For example, you might add line 
breaks to a paragraph that was clearly meant to be broken up, or a list formatting if an 
obvious list has been formatted as a paragraph.

A post which contains assignment answers (for example quiz answers) and clearly 
violates the Coursera Honor Code and Forum Code of Conduct (both outlined below).  If 
you edit the post to remove this content, it is best to explain to the learner what you have 
edited (out) and why. This is helpful to both the creator of the post, but also to other 
learners. (So far, we have not had this problem in the BSV forums.)

A post which contains words or phrases which are rude, abusive, or otherwise violate the 
Forum Code of Conduct. If the entire post is abusive or inappropriate, it may be best to 
use the Delete option, described below.  Again, use your best judgement and if you are 
unsure, ask the opinion of your fellow mentors. (We’ve been very lucky, as we have not 
had this problem in the forums).

A thread title which does not reflect the main content of a good post or is vague. This edit 
can be very helpful to the overall learner community and enhance readership. 

Overall, use the edit option carefully, always leave a courtesy note to the learner 
explaining exactly what you changed and why, and always feel free to consult course staff 
or other mentors if you are not sure what to do.  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Deleting a Learner’s Post or Thread 

The delete option is available in the right corner of a post. By clicking 
the downward arrow/ chevron icon you have the option of deleting the 
post.  Deleting of a post or comment is reversible (the “Delete” option 
will change to “Un-Delete”).

If you delete a post or comment, it will remain visible - but marked as deleted - to the 
original poster. Deleted posts and comments also remain visible, marked as deleted, to 
mentors and course staff. 

Since the creator of the post will see that their post was removed, you will need to be 
prepared to respond to questions as to why their post was deleted.  Best practice is to edit 
the post before deleting it and in doing so leaving an explanatory note as to why the post 
was deleted. 

For example you may write at the top of the deleted post : 

Dear (insert name), 

As you will notice your post as been deleted by course staff. Due to the usage of language 
and tone of your post we felt that in the interest of the forum community it was best to 
delete your post. As always, we remind all of our learners in the BSV course to respect the 
Coursera Honor Code.

We truly value your participation in the BSV course and hope that you will remain an active 
learner in the course.

Sincerely,
(your name), course mentor

OR if the post provides answers to quiz questions and you feel the post should be deleted 
instead of edited, you may write :

Dear (insert name),

As you will notice your post as been deleted by course staff.  We want our learners to reap 
the very best of the BSV course and feel challenged as they progress through the course 
materials. This challenge includes all course assignments which is why the providing of 
quiz answers to your fellow learners is not in the best interest of the forum community. It 
for this reason your post was deleted. As always, we remind all of our learners in the BSV 
course to respect the Coursera Honor Code.

We truly value your participation in the BSV course and hope that you will remain an active 
learner in the course.

Sincerely,
(your name), course mentor
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If a learner shows a pattern of posting inappropriate content, please contact course staff 
and lead mentors. As always, if you are unsure about deleting a post or thread, you can 
discuss it with fellow mentors in the BSV Mentor Forum. Never hesitate to ask for a 
second opinion. 

Close, Pin and Move a Thread

The “close”, “pin” and “move a thread” functions are available 
by clicking the gear icon in the right corner. 

Close :  When you “close” a thread no additional comments can be added. Important to 
remember, the thread and the comments in the thread can still be seen by all learners. 

- The Close function is reversible - simply click “Undo Close” in the gear icon menu.

- Use this function for when a discussion is too controversial or strays too far from the 
original intent of the thread.

- Or, use this function for a “read-only” thread. For example, use this option if you 
create a thread meant to be informative, but where comments are not need. An 
example could be for a thread to announce new learner functionality or layout.

Pin : When you “pin” a thread it will remain at the top of the list in a given forum, 
regardless of the number of votes or date of creation. 

- You may want to use this function to highlight information that learners might want to 
reference frequently.

-  Be careful not to pin too many posts or threads, or they will block learners from 
seeing new content posted by their classmates. 

- This action is reversible - if you pin a post or thread, the "Pin" option will change to 
"Undo-Pin.”

Move a Thread :  When you click this option you will be guided to a menu-screen where 
you will have the option via a drop-down menu to select the sub-forum you wish to move 
the thread. This function is reversible as you can just move the thread again.

- This function is great if you feel a learner’s post is not visible due to the forum it was 
posted in. An example is a new learner’s introduction post placed in the forum ‘The Role 
of Government.’ You will want to move the learner’s post to the ‘Meet and Greet’ forum. 
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Code of Conduct

Like most communities, the Coursera community has some basic ground rules. The rules 
are available to all learners on the Coursera website.  We’ve added them here as it is 
always good to keep them in mind as you monitor activity in the BSV forums. In the next 
section we will go into further details on discussion forum practices.

Be polite. Please respect your fellow learners. Insulting, condescending, or abusive words 
will not be tolerated. Polite debate is welcome as long as you are discussing the ideas, not 
attacking the person.

Be sensitive. Coursera is a global forum with participants from many different cultures 
and backgrounds. Be kind, thoughtful, and open-minded when discussing race, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, or controversial topics since others likely have differing 
perspectives.

Post appropriate content. Content that violates the Honor Code or Terms of Service is 
not permitted. You may not post inappropriate (e.g., pornographic or obscene) or 
copyrighted content, advertise or promote outside products or organizations, or spam the 
forums with repeat content.

Adm Details of Learners

In the on-demand platform, you are able to scan over 
the learner’s icon and see the following details : 
course progress, number of posts and up-votes 
received.

If you would like further details, simply click on the 
learner’s icon and from there you will be taken to a 
separate page with fuller details. 

This function can be useful if you have concerns about the learner’s current post as you 
can view previous posts. Or, to understand how far the learner has progressed in the 
course. 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Discussion Forums and Building Community

Diversity of Learners

As a BSV mentor a large portion of your time will be in the discussion forums engaging 
with learners in text-based communications.  In the era of social-media we have now 
become accustomed to building relations and interacting with others through written 
communications. It has become the go-to-way of building networks, meeting like-minded 
individuals and discussing mutual interests. 

In Coursera, discussion forums are a critical way of building a feeling of community in a 
course. It is through the discussion forums (along with other methods which we will 
discuss later) which mentors can provide a human touch and help motivate our learners to 
continue learning. 

Learners in the BSV course come from all over the world, from many different cultures, 
economic, political and religious backgrounds, but united in their passion for 
entrepreneurship.  In light of such diversity, it is important for you as a mentor to be able to 
communicate effectively with everyone. 

Our goal is to help you communicate well with learners while keeping cultural diversity in 
mind. Remember, there is no right or wrong, only differences. Your first step should be 
acceptance. Then follow a few easy steps :

- Actively “listen” to what the learner has written in their post without judging the words. 
Remember, listening does not mean you agree. And, most importantly, do no judge the 
words through your own set of values, expectation or beliefs. Again, actively listen.

- Before responding back to the learner, first take the time to understand their point of 
view and their background. Ask yourself, ‘does this conversation have the same 
meaning for myself as the other person.’  In some cases you may need to empathise 
with the person, perhaps the situation they are in is a lot different. In the BSV course, 
learners in some parts of the world will have obstacles to entrepreneurial endeavours 
which can differ greatly. Sit back and think how you would deal with a similar situation.

- Avoid talking about your situation if it brings no value to the learner or the community. 
For example, if you are in an area where there is lucrative funding available for start-
ups, think twice about boasting about this in posts where learners are expressing the 
hardships in the most basic of outside financial help.

- Learn from the learners. Ask questions and be willing to commit to being open and 
understanding.

- It is also important to remember that language carries within it a host of cultural 
differences. Not only are words different, but the way one approaches a subject in their 
native language is very different. In the BSV course English is the dominate language. 
Many of our learners are non-native English speakers so as a mentor you’ll need to be 
sensitive to the fact that the level of proficiency in English will vary by person. And, the 
way each person formulates their thoughts in English may very well mimic the way they 
would of written it in their native language. This is true for both posts in the forums as 
well as for their assignments. Even if someone understands a non-native language and 
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can communicate in it well, they may not be able to convey the full meaning of what they 
are trying to say at all times. What should you do.

• First, never correct or be critical of the learner’s grammar and style in the post.
• Compliment the learner on the content of the post.
• If you have questions concerning the content due to language or structure ask the 

learner to clarify so you can better understand.
• Lastly, remember, we want the learner to feel welcomed and empowered. 

One final difference to remember is the availability of technology in different regions. There 
may be varying levels of Internet access and pricing. And, not everyone will always have 
access to the Internet or to a computer, and some will learn predominately using their 
phone.

Building Community
 
How you respond to learners in the discussion forums will greatly impact our ability to build 
a community among our learners. So, it is important to always approach each learner with 
a positive attitude.  In this type of learning environment, it is easy for learners to feel 
disconnected. Part of your role as a BSV mentor is to help our learners break the barrier 
and connect with others in the forums so as to build relationships and to learn from each 
other. 

Here are few guidelines to help you in the forums :

Before posting your response to a learner, double-check what you have written and 
make sure it is respectful, positive and is clearly written. 

Encourage learners to assist each other. If the question is not urgent, or the post is on a 
course topic, give other learners the time to reply. This is a great way to build community 
among the learners.

Help build links among learners. Refer a learner to helpful or informative posts by others 
if it can help answer a question or provide a valuable link to someone with a similar 
project, area of interests, etc.  For example, you may see a post from a learner in Mexico 
who is working to launch a governmental entrepreneurship project, if you’ve also seen a 
post from a learner working on a similar problem or issue link the two together. This is a 
really powerful way to help learners build networks.

Stay objective and balanced when conversing with learners. This can be difficult at times, 
but remember our goal is to encourage a healthy learning environment for all of the BSV 
course learners. 

Be sure to provide some positivity in each post, even if it is something as simple as 
thanking the learner for their input, for participating in the course, or for helping a fellow 
learner. Positive reinforcement encourages participation and helps draw learners back to 
the forums.
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If the main goal of the post is critique, you’ll need to give it a positive spin. When giving 
critique make sure you tell the learner what they are doing right, and remind the learner 
that mistakes are part of the learning cycle.  In the process you will want to effectively 
communicate criticism, and provide the learner a clear path to resolving the problem.

Encourage learners to succeed. If a learner is having problems completing assignments, 
help give the learner a path forward in their learning. For example, encourage the learner 
to self-pace her work slowly and promote learning through lectures and discussion 
forums. 

Courtesy means setting the tone. As a mentor you are the role model for learners and 
the tone you set will greatly impact the overall tone in the discussion forums. Resist the 
impulse to respond to a learner’s negative tone in the same negative tone. Your role is to 
reset the tone by bringing courtesy, understanding and finding a positive way to resolve 
the issue.  If you find it hard to deal with a learner’s behaviour in the forums, it is best to 
ask for help from your fellow mentors. Remember, it is good practice to ask another 
mentor to respond to the learner’s post if you do not feel you can. This is perfectly normal 
and why working as a team is so important.

Intercultural sensitivity is also an area mentors need to remember.  As the BSV course is 
composed of learners from around the world what is seen as rude or hostile to you or 
other learners may be perfectly acceptable in the culture of the creator of the post. And, 
this can go both ways - what seems acceptable to you may be perceived as rude in 
another culture. As always, remain positive, open and understanding when responding to 
a learner’s post. By doing so you will set the tone in the forums and provide a good 
example of the tone of the overall course discussion forums.

For some of you this will all seem simple, for other perhaps a little daunting.  Remember, 
being a mentor is a learning process. In time you will become more comfortable interacting 
with learners and guiding them on their learning path.  And, whenever you are in doubt on 
how to respond to a learner’s post, always feel free to ask for help from your fellow BSV 
mentors and course staff. By doing so you will be creating a positive atmosphere and 
encouraging learners to participate in the forums.  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Technical Issues 

In the forums you may come across learners who are having technical issues.  Even 
though in the BSV course there are fortunately very few technical issues, it is good to at 
least beware of them and know how to initially help our learners. We’ve outlined a few of 
the key ones.

Questions or issues pertaining to Coursera technical requirements :  Depending on the 
learner’s problem, you will want to help guide the learner to the Coursera Help Center.  If 
you can, take the time to browse the Coursera Help Center to better guide the learner on 
how to resolve their specific technical issue. 

Questions or issues on Course Certificate, final grading issues, assignment grading 
issues, etc. are also covered and clearly explained in the Coursera Help Center. Again, 
please take the time to understand the learner’s issue and first try to work it out using the 
procedures given in the Coursera Help Center.  

Questions on login and account settings are clearly outlined in the Coursera Help Center.

If the issue can not be resolved through the Help Center guidance, you will need to alert 
course staff through the Mentor Forum. Please remember to provide a link in your post of 
the learner’s post, and provide a clear description of the problem and the steps already 
taken to resolve the issue.

Other technical issues which may cause problems are :

Clearing Cache/Cookies : For example, learners experiencing problems viewing the 
lecture videos may need to clear out their browser’s cache/cookies. Coursera directs 
learners to the following web site.

Reliable Internet :  As we all know a reliable Internet connection is required in order to 
fully embrace the course content for any of the Coursera courses, this is especially true 
when taking quizzes or working on written assignments. Of course, we should always 
remind ourselves that reliable Internet is not something all our course learners have 
access to.  If you do come across a learner who is having problems due to an unreliable 
Internet connection here are a few tips :

Lecture Videos : If a learner has slow or unreliable Internet access, one option is to 
reduce the ‘video quality.’  Or, the learner can download the video lectures and view 
them offline.  Remind learners that they can download the transcripts of the BSV 
lectures in languages provided as subtitles.

Quizzes : In the BSV course, the course quizzes per module are short, which is an 
advantage if a learner has unreliable Internet. If learners have issues due to their 
Internet access, one option is for the learner to work off-line either via printing out the 
quiz, or taking a screen shot. They can then go back and quickly just fill in the answers. 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Assignments : Encourage learners to work off-line. This way they can save their work 
and once they are ready to submit they will only need to cut-and-paste their work into 
the assignment submission form. This will avoid losing valuable work they have done on 
their assignment.

Broken Links : If there is a broken link or a wrong link in course materials, please report 
the issue to course staff as soon as possible. You will need to respond back to the learner 
so as to explain that the issue is in the process of being resolved. If possible, please 
provide the correct link to the content if you are able to access it.

Lecture Video Subtitles :  If a learner experiences a problem with the video lecture 
subtitles, please alert course staff. As always, let the learner know the issue is in the 
process of being resolved. 

Missed Deadline :  If a learner is concerned that she has missed a ‘proposed’ deadline for 
an assignment, you can propose that the learner either modifies deadlines or ‘turns-off’ the 
deadline option. (Note, if a learner ‘turns-off’ the deadline option there is currently no 
option to ‘turn on’ the deadline option.) 

Remember, in the on-demand platform, extensions are not needed as learners have the 
ability to self-pace their progress in the course. Our goal is for learners to feel empowered 
to learn, and to able to adapt their learning to their time availability. 

Complaint on Delay of Receiving Assignment Grade :  Peer-reviewed assignments can 
take longer to complete the required number of reviews than considered acceptable by 
some learners. As we will discuss in the next section, this is one area where we’ve had 
learners posting complaints in the forums. This is completely comprehensible. 

Learners who are actively engaged in the course and who are moving through the 
materials at a steady pace want to see their final grade. When responding to a learn’s 
concern that the peer-review process is taking too long, you’ll need to help the learner 
understand the process and in the post (which will likely be read by other learners) 
encourage learners to actively complete the peer-review process. This is clearly an area 
where learners need to work together.
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BSV Peer Assessment Assignments  … Mentor Involvement

In the BSV course, the Personal Learning Assignments are an integral part of the learning 
experience, and of the learner’s final grade and course completion.  In the BSV course 
there are Personal Learning Assignments for each module/week (except module/week 6), 
along with the Mid-Term and Final Action Learning Assignments. 

Unlike quizzes, Personal Learning, Mid-Term and Final Action Assignments are peer-
reviewed. As a mentor, you will need to monitor this section very closely. It is important for 
each learner’s assignment to be reviewed and final grade submitted in a timely manner.  
Ideally, we’d like our learners to receive their assignment grade one week from 
submission. Of course, this is not always possible as our learners have the benefit of a 
self-paced learning structure.

It is important to encourage learners to actively participate in the peer-review process as it 
provides  an enriching learning experience and gives them an even greater perspective of 
global entrepreneurship. 

We also encourage our BSV mentors to actively conduct peer reviews. By doing so you 
can better engage with learners and provide the critical link to ensuring learners can 
receive their final grade in a timely manner.

When reviewing a learner’s assignment, remember to give thoughtful written comments, 
such as encouragement, positive feedback, and helpful suggestions for improvement.  You 
can also leave public comments by completing the form under the project and clicking 
Post. You can not edit or delete a post - please be thoughtful about your message. 

As you begin your mentoring activities, when you sit down to check the discussion forums 
also take the time to check any of the peer assessment modules.  All to often, as mentors, 
we find ourselves spending a majority of our time in the discussion forums (which is good), 
while forgetting that our help in the peer assessments is both rewarding for the learner, as 
well as, for the mentor. 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Building Upon Course Readings … Mentor Contribution

Our course reading list is an important resource for our learners. We are always actively 
working to expand the list of articles and greatly value the contribution of our BSV mentors.

In this link you will find the current list of articles which we plan to provide on a continual 
bases to our course learners. 

As you will see the articles cover the key topics presented in the course and from a global 
perspective.  We feel our global mentors can be key contributors to this growing list of 
articles. To ensure all our learners can take advantage of the readings, we kindly ask that 
articles be in English, the link to the article is valid and all are free of charge.

It is important that the reading list provides real value to our learners. When you do come 
across an article which you would like to add, step back and think of its relevance to 
learners :  

• is the content thought provoking ;

•  does it present new ideas ;

• will it enhance a learner’s perspective on the subject matter ;

• how has the content or ideas discussed in the article changed your perceptions.

Once you have decided to add an article to the list, you’ll only need to access the list (via 
the link) and edit.  To help learners choose among the growing list of readings, you’ll want 
to add a short summary. Keep the summary to the point and highlight why the article is 
interesting

Also, be sure to add the date of publication and country/continent of focus.  Often, learners 
are not only looking for articles on a defined topic (section), but also by region. And of 
course, provide the link and double-check that it works properly.

Your ideas on how to make the reading list more accessible and valuable to learners is 
greatly welcomed. As we want the reading list to be dynamic and evolving, how we can 
best do this is truly a team endeavour! 
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Going the Next Step … Building Community

Building community is ‘the’ empowering part of your work as a mentor. In the BSV course, 
we want our learners to feel they are part of a community of change makers, working to 
better their own community through entrepreneurship. There is no better way to bring our 
learners into the ‘tribe’ then to find new, creative and innovative ways to help them learn 
better, and to build their knowledge and networks.  We hope you will take part in this 
exciting area of your mentoring journey. 

Here are just a few of the areas we’d like our mentors to venture into :

Local Study Groups : 

- Forming these groups can be fun and challenging, all at the same time. Encouraging 
perhaps learners in your community to forum a group is one possible way. This can be 
a great way to meet like-minded individuals.

- Or, helping learners create ‘virtual’ study groups, where in addition to discussion forum 
communication, the group can setup weekly Google Hangouts (or use other similar 
platforms) to discuss together the week’s course theme and implications in their own 
community.  

Local Meetups :

- These types of meetups provide opportunities within communities to come together 
for sessions to discuss entrepreneurship ecosystems, and can provides a great way 
to introduce participates to MOOC-style learning and the BSV course.

- As a mentor you may want to organize a local meetup in your community, workplace, 
university, or interest group, or you may want to help learners plan their own.

- Lead mentor Arjan Tupan has organized local meetups and has put together a great 
‘go to guide.’ This guide is available at the following link.

- If this is an area of interest, to learn more you can subscribe to Arjan’s “How to Build a 
Startup Ecosystem” newsletter which regularly delivers the best posts from around the 
web straight to your inbox. Subscribe here.

Regional or Global WebEx, Google Hangouts, Skype chat Sessions : 


- As a BSV alumni learner perhaps you participated in these types of sessions 
organised by Prof. Michael Goldberg on a defined topic.

- Similar to a local meetup, both mentors and learners can organise a ‘virtual’ session 
bringing together participants and speakers to discuss specific topics or interests from 
across a region or even global. 

-  You can find examples of previous WebEx sessions here.
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Developing creative and impactful ways to drive awareness of the course :

- This is where you can really put your creativity talent and networks to use. 

- You may want to help market the course through your social media and other channels 
to others who can benefit from it.

- Lead mentors Arjan and Elaine are great starting points if you would like to discuss ways 
to promote the BSV course in your network

Participating in strategy and course enhancement sessions with course staff and 
Coursera :

- Prof. Michael Goldberg along with the Case Western Reserve course staff greatly 
value mentor and learner input.  

- Depending on your areas of interests and time availability, there are a wealth of 
opportunities for BSV mentors to actively be part of an array of projects to build and 
grow the course. 

- Often using email, the mentor discussion forums, and Google Hangouts we come 
together to work on specific projects. For example, building the team of new mentors 
was a project everyone had the chance to participate in.

- As a BSV mentor there will be opportunities to connect with the team to discuss new 
ways to promote the course, development of new materials and innovative ways to 
build community. 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Best Practices

If you’ve made it through this handbook, congratulations! 

You are now on your way to serving not only Case Western Reserve University, but also 
the thousands of learners who are and will be taking the BSV course. Your participation is 
valued greatly. 

As a BSV mentor you will be representing Case Western Reserve University, doing so 
means respecting the reputation of this institution and the course you will be a mentor for. 
A few things to keep in mind as you mentor the BSV course.

Participating as a Learner while you are a Mentor

For the vast majority of our mentors this will not be an issue, as most of you have already 
taken the course and received your final grade. If, on the other hand, you wish to re-take 
or take the course for the first time there are two options :

- If you would like to just audit the course by watching the video lectures, reading the 
course materials and taking the quizzes, this is great. We should all probably do this 
from time to time.

- On the other hand, if you wish to take the course and complete the peer reviewed 
assignments you will need to contact course staff to see how best to handle this.  The 
reason why is very simple, as a mentor every thread, post or assignment you create 
carries the mentor badge. 

As you can see in the example, the mentor badge is 
visible to learners. For assignments which require 
peer assessment your mentor badge could cause a 
conflict of interest as other learners may hesitate to 
give constructive critique of your work. The best 
option is to either take the course at a later date or 
to request time off from your mentoring (which 
means Coursera would remove the ‘mentor badge’).
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Expressing Options 

We all have options and this is good, especially when we bring knowledge and new ideas 
to the conversation. As a mentor, we value your expertise and experience, and we hope 
you will feel comfortable engaging with learners and sharing your options on all areas of 
entrepreneurship. What is important is that these options are clearly stated as your own 
and not those of the professor or the University. This is also true for recommending 
resources to our learners. Again, you will need to clearly express that they are your 
recommendations.

We do not ask that you provide a disclaimer, only that the language and words used do not 
suggest that the source or opinion is endorsed by the professor or University. And, that 
they conform with Coursera’s Forum Code of Conduct. 

For example, you can say  “Here is a resource I like …” or “Personally, I believe this …” or 
“I think this …” is great and provides a wonderful way to link and share with learners.

Whereas stating “We as the course staff recommend this …” or “We as the course staff 
believe this …” or “Case Western Reserve or Prof. Goldberg endorses this …”  is not 
allowed. 

Differing Viewpoints

We clearly encourage our mentors to express their viewpoint. We don’t expect you as a 
mentor to agree one-hundred percent with everything that is taught in the course. How you 
relate to the course materials in relation to your own entrepreneurial ecosystem, for 
example, is extremely valuable and enriching to the course overall. 

Again, you will need to clearly state in your threads and posts that the viewpoint is yours 
and not of the professor or the University. 

For example, using phrases such as “I think this …” or “Another viewpoint out there is ..” is 
fine. 

Academic Integrity

We prize and encourage critical thinking by our learners. Quizzes are meant to help 
learners recall important information, and to motivate them to think about the materials 
presented in the course. We cannot prevent the quizzes from being open-lecture, open-
notes, etc.  However, it is academic dishonesty and against the Coursera Honor Code to 
share answers by providing the information in the forums.  For any misconduct in this area 
by a learner, please refer to course staff. So far, we have not had any problems in this 
area.

For assignments, as these are meant to be challenging and provide the opportunity for 
learners to apply the materials to their own environment, it is important that the assignment 
is written by the learner and is not plagiarised (using someone else’s words as your own 
without permission). This is not always easy to spot or to handle.
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- If you feel (but not sure) a learner has plagiarised course work, the first course of action 
is to not complete the peer review of the learner and request help from course staff and 
fellow mentors. Simply post in the BSV Mentor Forum clearly stating the name of the 
learner, the module the assignment is posted in, and why you feel it is not the learner’s 
own work.

- If you are sure the learner has plagiarised their assignment, you will need to report this 
to the course staff and to Coursera. In addition, you will need to state this in the learner’s 
assignment feedback section. And, you will need to use your best judgment in grading 
the submission. If you’re confident that it is plagiarised, you may give the submission all 
zeros. However, you should give points for any original elements of the assignment.

For example, you may write : 

“While reviewing your assignment I have seen that work presented is not of your own 
words and presented in such a way that it leads the reader to believe you have created 
this material.  As you did not reference this work as coming from an outside source it 
appears to me that this is in violation to Coursera’s Honor Code and Plagiarism Policy. I 
have graded your assignment to reflect this. 

If you feel the assignment needs to be reported, please state that you have done so by 
adding to your comment  the following phrase, “Your assignment as been reported.”

It is important to provide a very clear explanation of the evidence you found. Remember, 
some learners are less familiar with academic standards and might not understand that 
this is wrong. A clear and respectful note could help the learner avoid problems on future 
assignments.

If you have any questions, notify course staff and lead mentors via the BSV Mentor Forum  
who can help review the assignment and help you follow-up with the student as necessary. 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Usage of Languages other than English

As mentioned, the BSV course is rich in cultural diversity and this applies also to our 
learners’ native languages. Even though English is the dominate and preferred language, 
we should not always penalise learners who wish to converse in their native language.  
So, in the discussion forums it is perfectly fine if a group of learners wish to converse in 
their native language. This can be especially true if a group from Mexico, for example, has 
started a thread to discuss the organization of a local meetup. This group will find it only 
normal to converse in Spanish.

On the other hand, we do require that all peer assessment assignments are in English. If 
there is an assignment which is not in English, it is best to leave a message to the learner 
that work must be provided in English. We have had a few incidents of this in the BSV 
course. 

Issues with another BSV Mentor

Uncomfortable situations between mentors can arise. If you need to report a problem or 
concern about another mentor, or if you strongly disagree with an action of a mentor, 
please do not post about it in any forum, not even in the BSV Mentor Forum.

In these rare cases, you will need to contact directly course staff or a lead mentor 
explaining your concerns. 

Need to take a Break from your Mentoring Responsibilities

We value and greatly appreciate the time you offer to help make the BSV course an 
enriching experience for our learners. It is perfectly normal and understandable that you 
may need to take a break from your time as a mentor. We all have moments in life when 
our work and family require more time, and when we are stretched too far to be able to 
commit to everything. If this happens and you feel you need to take a leave from the 
course, please post in the BSV Mentor Forum to let your fellow mentors and course staff 
know. 

Of course, once you feel you have the time to recommitment to your duties as a mentor, 
please let everyone know. You will be welcomed back wholeheartedly!
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Additional Resources for Community Mentors 

Here is a list of additional resources to help you in your mentoring for the Beyond Silicon 
Valley Course. You may want to use these resources to help students with common 
problems, or even share these URLs with learners who have related questions.

Please feel free to suggest additions to this resources list.

Coursera Learner Help Center 
https://learner.coursera.help/hc/en-us


Coursera Community Mentor Portal 
https://class.coursera.org/learnercommunity-001


Coursera Community Mentor FAQ 
https://class.coursera.org/learnercommunity-001/wiki/Mentor_FAQ


Coursera Community Mentor Training Portal 
https://www.coursera.org/learn/learnercommunity/home/welcome


How to Take a Screenshot 
http://www.take-a-screenshot.org/


Browsers 
http://browsehappy.com/?locale=en


Clearing Cache/Cookies 
http://wiki.sln.suny.edu/display/SLNKB/

How+to+clear+web+browser+cache+and+cookies

https://www.piriform.com/ccleaner


Computer Cleaner 
https://www.piriform.com/ccleaner


How to Convert a .txt File to a .doc File 
http://document.online-convert.com/convert-to-doc


How to Have Subtitles with the Video Download 
You can use VLC, available as a free download from videolan.org. 

Then follow this procedure.
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Social Media 

In addition to the course and mentor discussion forums in Coursera, you may want to link 
with fellow course staff, mentors or learners  on social media sites.  For some people, 
social media helps them get connected with the people and topics of interest. If this is you, 
here is a list of links to social media sites for both Coursera and Case Western Reserve 
University. 

Remember, when interacting with learners concerning their course work, you’ll want to use 
the Coursera BSV discussion forums. 

Connect with Michael Goldberg

www.linkedin.com/in/mgoldberg2/ 

https://twitter.com/MGCleve

Connect with Beyond Silicon Valley Community

https://www.facebook.com/beyondsiliconvalley

https://beyondsiliconvalley.wordpress.com

Connect with Case Western Reserve

https://www.facebook.com/casewesternreserve
 

Connect with Coursera

https://www.facebook.com/Coursera

https://twitter.com/coursera

https://plus.google.com/+Coursera

https://twitter.com/coursera

NOTE: Do not post links to copyrighted materials in the Coursera discussion forums 
or on social networks. Doing so is a violation of the Coursera Terms of Service and 
Facebook Statement of Rights and Responsibilities. 
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